Door Hardware
Quincaillerie pour les portes

Inch
Pouces

Folding
L-Handle
Assembly
.64"

A sturdy handle assembly which incorporates a recessed centre
pan in combination with a folding L-handle and a 5/16" square
shank. The L-handle may be folded flat into the recessed pan to
provide the lowest possible projection. The shank may be inserted into any multi-point centre mechanism which accepts such
a shank.
Rubber pad in pan reduces vibration noise with handle folded.
5.28" (134.11 mm)
(16.26 mm)

#18GA.(0478)
Mfg. STD.

1.34" (34.04 mm)
.64"
(16.26 mm)

5.25"
(133.35 mm)

099-057

1.34"
(34.04
mm)

.72"
(18.23 mm)
1.47"
(37.34
mm)

.31" Square
(7.87 mm)

OPEN

6.53"
(165.86 mm)

OPEN

Mfr. #15-5560

.63"R.
(16.0 mm)

ZINC PLATED

4.00"
(101.60 mm)

*SLIDING DOOR LOCK
*WARNING: This Sliding Door Lock should NOT be used
for personal restraint applications.

(Hold Door in Open or Closed Position)

D-3178 (Mfr. #5696)
Plain Finish
4-1/8"
2"
5/8"
5/16"
.69 lbs.

length of lock
width of lock
thickness of case
sq. hole for handle shank
weight each

D-3211 (Mfr. #5696 / )
1

2

With thumb latch to lock door
from inside.
Weight: .74 lbs. each

D-3180
(Mfr. #10-5690X)

Zinc Plated
Weight:
3 lbs. each
Dimensions:
5-5/16" length of case
2-1/2" width of case
2-3/4" end of hook bolt
to c. of lock case
3/4" thickness of lock
case
5/16" sq. hole for handle
shank
4-3/4" mounting hole centre dim. - length
2" mounting hole centre dim. - width
17/64" mounting hole dia. - 4 holes

Inside
Handle
Zinc
Die Cast
Chrome
Plated

This heavy duty sliding door lock has a firm spring action
which latches the door securely, requires but a slight turn
of the handle to release it and open the door. This ease of
operation is due to the independent latches hinged from a shoulder pin
in centre of lock case. The double latches permit the lock to be used for
right or left hand doors as well as for the two-fold purpose of holding
door in both open and closed positions. This mechanism permits
locking the doors from the inside by merely pushing in the locking
thumb latch. However, this does not automatically unlock by
turning the inside handle. To unlock, the thumb latch must be
released manually.

MAY BE USED IN PASSENGER RESTRAINT APPLICATIONS.
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